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Linkedin
Social Asset
April was attending the Fintech Nexus USA 
conference, and this LinkedIn post was created 
to encourage direct engagement from 
conference attendees and potential clients. 

The design features visually striking and bold 
eye-catching colours, while aligning seamlessly 
with the aesthetic of April’s brand. The April 
favicon logo is prominently overlaid on an image 
of NYC’s skyline, integrating our brand colours  
to effectively portray our presence in the heart  
of New York City.
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Product 
Marketing 
Video
At April, we had fantastic technology but we had no 
product videos to showcase the great capabilities 
of our products. Since we were a small startup 
with limited resources, marketing and selling our 
products were a challenge for our sales team. 
Understanding the business needs, I stepped up to 
learn animation to bring more value to the business. 

I created a video for our new Marketplace product 
‘Amplify’, from conceptualising the storyboard to 
crafting the script and bringing it to life through 
animation with the goal of highlighting its features 
and capabilities.

Click the play button to access the video

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/meetapril_payments-embeddedfinance-amplify-activity-7169162661807550464-AyoO/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/meetapril_payments-embeddedfinance-amplify-activity-7169162661807550464-AyoO?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/meetapril_payments-embeddedfinance-amplify-activity-7169162661807550464-AyoO?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/meetapril_payments-embeddedfinance-amplify-activity-7169162661807550464-AyoO/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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E-commerce 
Spring 
Campaign
For Trendy Hada, I created visually appealing 
campaign assets to promote the e-commerce 
store’s Spring sale which includes designing a 
variety of digital assets such as landing page 
banners, social media ads, and EDMs. The best-
selling piece from the spring collection is selected 
to serve as the hero visual to roll out across the 
campaign, with a clear call-to-action to entice 
customers to explore the spring sale offerings.

TrendyHada
Sponsored
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Social Media 
Marketing
I managed the social media marketing for Trendy Hada 
and consistently maintained an average Return on Ad 
Spend (ROAS) of 3.0 across Facebook Ads. I created 
engaging animated GIFs for social media ad campaigns, 
conducting A/B Testing to optimise copy and images for 
maximum effectiveness.

SHOP NOW
SHOP NOW

SHOP NOW SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

S M A R T,
S T Y L I S H ,
S E X Y.

S M A R T,
S T Y L I S H ,
S E X Y.
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Your Path
To Success
The image of a hot air balloon rising upwards is used 
as a symbol of adventure, optimism, and excitement 
for agents and their potential for success that lies 
ahead. The yellow hot air balloon – designed to match 
Raine & Horne’s brand color, serves as a key visual 
throughout the booklet, inspiring and motivating 
agents to pursue their goals and aspirations.

The booklet has been carefully crafted with attention 
to detail, ensuring that it incorporates the best design 
practices and principles, such as the use of effective 
typography, hierarchy, and white space.
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National 
Conference 
Booklet
Raine & Horne holds a National Conference each 
year on Hamilton Island to celebrate awards nights 
and to thank agents with a well-deserved holiday 
for their hard work. I have designed an information 
booklet that includes the event nights, restaurants, 
bars and activities, along with an illustrated map to 
help agents navigate the island and make the most 
out of their time.
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Financial 
Services 
Booklet
At Deloitte, A strong knowledge of editorial design 
is a must, given our frequent involvement in booklet 
design projects. In addition to proficiency in design 
principles, we’re required to translate complex 
information and data into engaging visual elements. 

This project demonstrates how I have transformed 
complex information into tables, charts, infographics, 
and timelines, creating an enjoyable reading 
experience for the audience. Additionally, I’ve spread 
heavy text across multiple pages, ensuring not to 
overwhelm and overload readers with text, adding 
visuals where necessary to accommodate the text.
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Fish plays a central role in Japanese cuisine, and it is 
an integral part of many traditional Japanese dishes. 
To craft an elegant logo for a refined Japanese dining 
restaurant named after the chef, Jihan (also known as 
G.han), I merged the skeletal structure of a fish with the 
chef’s name, creating in a distinctive lettermark logo.

FREELANCE

Japanese 
Restaurant
Logo Design
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A lettermark logo design depicting the shape of a fish skeleton.
A serif font has been carefully selected to help illustrate the bones of the fish.
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Playing Cards 
Illustration
This project aimed to raise awareness about endangered 
species for World Wide Fund (WWF) Australia.

One endangered animal was selected from each group 
of fish, reptile, mammal and bird, and using Adobe 
Illustrator, I illustrated the primary threats endangering 
each species, potentially leading them toward extinction.

UTS PROJECT
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Thank you
for taking the time to view my portfolio.

I look forward to working with you!

julieyang.sydney@gmail.com | 0435 345 167


